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We have obtained microcrater population data on Apol lo 15 and 16 rocks. 
Exposure ages of Apollo 15 and 16 rocks have been calculated by theoretical and 
empirical analysis of crater populations and particle track ages. Additional data 
for Apol lo 16 rocks wi l l  be reported separately (1). 

Microcrater populations on Apollo 16 rocks fal l  into four categories. Category 
1 rock surfaces (68416, 68415, 60315, 62235 and 69935) have cumulative fre uency 1 distributions less than the limiting frequency distribution established by rock 1 306 
(2). This limiting cumulative frequency distribution i s  considered to represent a 
steady-state for rock surfaces and has a slope of -2 and an intercept near 10-0.1 to 
10-0-4 craters/cm2 at a spall diameter of 1 cm. For category 1 rocks a major 
portion of the length of the cumulative frequency curves have slopes near -3; and 
intercepts for 0.1 crn spa1 l diameters, extrapolated using D-3 scal ing, range between 
19 and 32 craters/cm2. For these rocks only half, or less, of the rock surfaces are 
cratered. Category 2 rock surfaces (60016, 61 175 and 66075) have clearly reached 
the limiting frequency distribution for the smaller craters; and, in  some cases, the 
larger craters have reached the limiting frequency distribution. A l l  surfaces of the 
rocks are cratered. lntercepts for 0.1 crn spall diameters, extrapolated using D-3 
scaling, range between 75 and 100 craters/cm2. Such extrapolations were not 
possible for al l  cratered surfaces because the surfaces appeared to be i n  a steady- 
state or at the limiting value for the largest craters. Category 3 rock surfaces 
(61016 and 62295) have population distributions which we do not ful ly understand 
and wi l l  receive no further comment here. Category 4 rock surfaces (15015, 15076 
and 60335) have exceptionally low frequencies of craters; and the maior portion of 
the frequency distribution curves have slopes of -3 or larger. lntercepts for spa11 
diameters at the 0.1 cm size, extrapolated using D-3 scaling, range from 0.2 to 8 
craters/cm2. 

Previous work has suggested i t  may be possible to estimate the exposure ages 
of rocks using microcrater frequency distributions (2, 3). Such ages are model 
dependent. Foliowing Morrison et at. (2) we have calculated exposure ages using 
four models. The first three models assume that the flux of micrometeors has been 
constant with time and the impact cratering equation used by Morrison et al. (2) 
i s  correct. The fourth model assumes thatthe flux has decreased in the past. 
These four models are summarized in  Figure 1, where the intercept of cumulative 
frequency of craters/cm2 with spal l diameters 0.1 crn and larger i s  used to estimate 
the age. Ages so estimated are listed in  the Table. 

Category 1 populations represent a distinct group of exposure ages (see Table). 
Soberman's (4) micrometeor flux distribution ($1) indicates exposure ages between 
0.8 x 105 and 1.4 x 105 years, Whipplels (5) micrometeor flux distribution ($3) 
indicates exposure ages between 3.7 x 105 and 6.4 x 105 years, and an empirical 
model ($K) with a constant f lux and based on the p r t i c l e  track ages and rock 
14301 of Apollo 14 (2) indicates exposure ages 1.8 x 106 to 3.0 x 106 years. If 
the micrometeor flux has increased with decreasing time according to the empirical 
models of Morrison et al . (2), the exposure ages range between 0.32 to 3.4 x 107 

The $K estimate i s  preferred because i t  represents a constant flux; thus, our 
l::?;stimate of the exposure age for this group of rocks i s  2.0 to 3.0 x 106 years. 
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We also tentatively associate these rocks with South Ray Crater of Apollo 16 and 
postulate South Ray i s  several mil l ion years old. 

Category 2 populations represent a second group of exposure ages. The popu- 
lations have reached the steady-state although evidence for crater production 
frequency distribution i s  found for the larger sized craters. Our best estimate of 
single surface ex osure a es for these rocks, where estimates are possible, range 
between 7.9 to 9.6 x 18 years. Since a l l  surfaces are cratered the exposure age 
i s  at least twice this value and the rocks have been ex osed 15 to 20 x 106 years. 
If these rocks are from North Ray, then North Ray i s  o der than about 20 x 106 
years. 

P 
Exposure ages for category 4 rocks are shown in  the Table where our best 

estimates are 1.9 x lo4 years for 15015, and 9.2 x 105 for 15076 and 60335. A l l  
four of the micrometeor flux model exposure ages for 15015 exceed the particle track 
age of Schneider et al . (6) which i s  4 to 40 years. They reported their surface had 
no microcraters. Thus, both the track age and absence of microcraters reported by 
Schneider et al. (6) are inconsistent with our results. Such a discrepancy could be 
accounted for i f  their sample was shielded, but susceptible to scattered solar flare 
particles. 

A similar discrepancy exists for 15076. Schneider et al. (6) have determined 
an exposure age of 0.4 x 105 to 1.6 x 105 years for 15076, a value less than our 
best estimate but i n  good agreement with the constant flux models of Soberman ($1) 

le ($3) (see Table). O n  the other hand, Eldridge et al. 
::,dd%pgin 15076 and state that the concentration i s  consistent wit  f )  an have exposure meas- 
of at least 2 x 106 years. We consider the discrepancies unresolved at this time. 
The track ages may represent a more shielded part of 15076 than the one 
we counted. The ~ 1 2 6  ex osure age could only represent an upper bound for the 
age and the sample could Rave been shielded by regolith for part of the 2 x 106 
or so years . 

Pit and spall diameters of the microcraters on 15015 were measured. A least 
squares f i t  for 106 measurements of p i t  diameters (Pd) between 3 and 1 1OPm and 
spall diameters (Sd) between 8.6 and 39OPm for the microcraters i n  glass yields: 

Sd = 2.875 Pd 1.0173 

The ratios of Sd and Pd are consistent with experimental data for microcraters pro- 
duced by hypervelocity impacts of low density projectiles with glass (8). However, 
the exponent on Pd i s  larger than for the experimental data. 

Summary: Best estimates of exposure ages for rocks tentatively associated with South 
Ray Crater suggest that South Ray Crater formed 2.0 to 3.0 mil l ion years ago. 
Similar data suggests that North Ray Crater i s  older than approximately 20 mil l ion 
years. The crater frequency data for 15015 suggests that the particle track age of 
Schneider et al. (6) i s  less than the total span of time the rock was exposed to 
micrometeorite bombardment. 
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Figure 1:  Summary of flux models. 
Soberman @I), Whipple @3), aK-dashed 
l ine, &-dotted l ine, frequency of craters 
with Ds20.1 cm i s  determined by ~ ' 3  
scaling of cumulative frequency distribu- 
tion curves. 
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